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There is growing consensus that microﬁnance supply is too standardised,
inﬂexible and inadequate given the diversity of ﬁnancial needs. As a result,
microﬁnance is a very partial substitute for informal ﬁnancial services and
their comparative advantages.
This paper aims to deepen understanding of ﬁnancial service demand
by learning from informal ﬁnance. Based on economic anthropology, our
analysis shows that microﬁnance does not substitute informal ﬁnance for
many reasons: because money and informal ﬁnance are multidimensional
and context speciﬁc; because the boundary between saving and borrowing
is blurred; because money circulates in small quantities and quickly in village
economies; because informal ﬁnance is more ﬂexible; and, last but not least,
because informal ﬁnance is a vector of social inclusion.
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The ﬁrst part proposes a general analytical framework for understanding the social dimension of money, debt and saving. The second part
describes some fundamental mechanisms of informal ﬁnance, whilst the third
part uses this analytical framework to understand how people appropriate
microﬁnance.

1 The Social Meaning of Money, Debt and Saving
Money is the economic object of study par excellence; the great equalizer,
money is considered a means of individualization, destroyer of hierarchies,
obliterator of statutory privileges. The fundamental role of money, deﬁned
as a unit of calculation and a standardised means of payment, is ostensibly
to create contractual relationships between equals. But ethnological and
historical analysis of monetary practices reveals that money’s impersonality
and anonymity is illusory (Baumann et al., 2008; Bazin and Selim, 2002;
Guyer, 1995; Villarreal, 2004; Bloch and Parry, 1989; Zelizer, 1994, 2005;
Servet, 1984, 2006). Money, and the practices stemming from it, are above all
a social construct. Money is embedded in preexisting relationships governed
by rights and obligations; relationships it can inﬂuence, but never destroy.
1.1 Money: A source of tension between the individual
and the group
Money and ﬁnance are social institutions in that their access and use
depends on conventions, norms and formal rules (Commons, 1989; Polanyi,
1968; Servet, 1984, 2006). Consequently, money is characterised by a permanent tension between the individual and the group, between personal
aspirations and collective responsibilities. This ongoing tension takes several
forms:
— Although economists generally deﬁne saving and indebtedness in terms
of time, with the purpose of securing material gain, ﬁnance is oftena
means of relating to the group or creating interpersonal bonds of dependence and domination. When individual behaviours are not reduced
solely to their economic dimension, going into debt or lending money
is a sign of social inclusion. Indebtedness and saving reinforces a sense
of social belonging, whether characterized by domination, dependence or
equality. As a result, in some societies, it is important for money to
change hands quickly. The poor often accumulate debt and credit and
repay loans according to their own informal hierarchies (Shipton, 2007)
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and frameworks of calculation (Villarreal, 2004). Such phenomena transcend material or self-centred motivations and reﬂect issues of status,
honour, power, and individual and group identity.
Hoarding goes directly against the rationale that money must change
hands, which is why non-monetary saving practices are so common,
whether in kind or in the form of exchanges or loans to others. This
same rationale explains why people tend to rank savings possibilities
not only in terms of security but social considerations.
The social dimension of ﬁnance does not preclude ﬁnancial reasoning,
in the economic sense of the term. Quite the opposite. The poor more
than anyone need to keep accounts, calculate and anticipate. But they
are not necessarily sensitive to the same criteria, constraints or rationale
that apply to the wealthy. Interest rates, for example, are often addressed
in a Manichean manner (“Are the poor sensitive or not to high interest
rates?”). In fact, there are many ways to interpret interest rates. Some
vernacular languages have no speciﬁc terms to designate the surplus a
debtor pays a lender. In such cases, debt is seen not in relationship to
time but in terms of commercial margin (Baumann, 1998) or as a fee
(Collins et al., 2009).
Financial transactions imply inclusion in one or more social groups, but
the nature of this aﬃliation is far from simple. Not only can an individual belong to several social groups, ranging from the customary (family,
ethnicity, caste, gender, religion) to the constructed (professional, neighbourhood, associative groupings), but membership is constantly evolving. The variety and vibrancy of ﬁnancial practices reﬂect this diversity.
Understanding ﬁnancial behaviours requires a temporal perspective.
There are immediate needs associated with daily survival, needs associated with life-cycle events, needs associated with social and religious
rituals, and needs that are investments over a lifetime or even several
generations.

The claim that microﬁnance clients are “ﬁnancially excluded” and in need
of ﬁnancial inclusion and money management skills only holds true from a
formal sector standpoint. Take into account informal ﬁnance, and it becomes
altogether dubious.

1.2 Informal ﬁnance: Diverse practices and landscapes
Informal ﬁnance has kept pace with the monetarisation and ﬁnancialisation of contemporary societies (Servet, 2006), remaining vibrant and
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extraordinarily diverse. Indeed, the term “informal ﬁnance” — with its
monolithic connotation — is almost meaningless: it makes more sense to
refer to informal financial practices instead. Because informal ﬁnancial practices evolve with society,1 they are as diverse as the social settings where
they are found. Their social embeddedness makes them consistently distinctive, their diversity a tribute to humankind’s imaginative and adaptive
capacities.
Informal ﬁnance takes many forms, both collective and individual.
Examples include rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) and
community organisations designed to cover funeral costs, collective celebrations or large community projects.
A multitude of private intermediaries also exist. We now know that the
cliché of exploitative and greedy usurers, a caricature much-favoured by the
media, decision makers and many MFIs, does not stand up to factual analysis. Professional lenders are only one category of a mosaic of lenders. First,
there is the inner circle of neighbours, friends and family, probably used
everywhere to varying degrees. The principles of solidarity and reciprocity
prevail in such exchanges, organised such that everyone takes their turn as
debtor and creditor.
Next, there are individuals who lend by virtue of their status or privileged
access to cash. These include private specialised lenders, pawnbrokers, shopkeepers who accord credit, traders who pay for harvests in advance, manual
labourer employers or recruiters who advance payment, and salespeople who
sell goods on credit and then immediately buy them back for less. Also in this
category are wholesalers who sell on credit to small shopkeepers, artisans or
travelling vendors, and employers who lend to former apprentices wanting
to start their own activity. Local elites — landowners, employers, teachers,
civil servants, migrants or migrants’ wives, local elected oﬃcials, religious
leaders, doctors — may also wish to invest liquidity surpluses and/or extend
their social network.
There are also those who safeguard money. Some are mobile and make
house calls. Others have shops or simply belong to the saver’s social network.
Often, savings collectors are a more secure alternative to hoarding.
The prevalence and complementarily of these informal practices varies
across regions and cultures according to legal, technical, cultural and social

1

Before almost universal salarisation took place, informal ﬁnancial ties were extremely
common in European societies (Fontaine, 2008).
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constraints. Hence the expression ‘ﬁnancial landscape’ (Bouman, 1994),
which seeks to account for the diversity and interconnectedness of diﬀerent
practices even between the so-called formal ﬁnancial sector and informal
ﬁnancial practices.
Indeed, most societies do not function in terms of ﬁnancial dualism, with
the formal sector on one side and the informal on the other. People often
move ﬂuidly between the two, not only the poor, but middle and high-income
populations as well.
The diversity of so-called “informal ﬁnancial practices” stems from all
these elements combined: the social embeddedness of money, multiple group
aﬃliation, the permanent tension between the individual and the group, and
evolution of ﬁnancial needs throughout the life-cycle. These elements help
better understand how people perceive ﬁnance in their daily life, whether
in the context of credit, saving or risk management. They also shed light
on how people appropriate ﬁnancial services oﬀered by outsiders, and in
particular microﬁnance institutions.

2 In What Ways Do People Perceive and Experience
Finance?
Analysing so-called informal ﬁnance practices brings to light la pensée
sauvage (the savage mind) — to employ Lévi–Strauss’s expression — with
respect to money, debt and saving. It reveals conventions, habits and local
categories of thought, i.e., the ways people perceive and use ﬁnance.

2.1 Saving and credit: A false dichotomy
For a long time, the “poor” were considered incapable of saving. While it is
true that monetary hoarding is often limited, there is no doubt the poor do
save to protect themselves from future risk and anticipate certain expenses
(Collins et al., 2009; Lelart, 1990; Rutherford, 2001; Servet, 1996). These
include recurring expenditures (school fees, religious festivals) and life-cycle
costs (housing, birth, coming of age ceremonies, marriages, funerals, pilgrimages, etc.). On the other hand, their savings options — and the criteria
they use to assess them — vary. Reasons for saving are also diverse and
sometimes contradictory, given the permanent tension between social obligations and individual desires. The result is a plethora of complementary
practices, sometimes impossible to substitute.
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What accounts for the decision to use a particular form of saving? The
following list is neither exhaustive nor deﬁnitive, reﬂecting only tendencies
observed in several regions of the world. The importance of each factor varies
according to context, social groups and individual behaviours.
— Security/thrift: saving’s primary function. Goods acting as a form of
saving must be able to be stored safely without risk of degradation or
depreciation.
— Access to liquidity: in urgent need, cash should be quickly and easily
accessible.
— Social identity: some acts of saving are more an expression of one’s
social identity than an individual act.
— Anonymity and discretion: when saving is for a personal project,
anonymity and discretion come into play. Even in families where individual members pool part of their income for common expenses, individuals often have savings practices and networks of their own. The
desire for discretion is particularly great amongst women, who often
seek to preserve a space, however tiny, for themselves, free from male
intervention.
— Illiquidity and incentives: saving is diﬃcult not only because cash is
short and income irregular; the poor often face pressure to spend. Torn
by the demands from family members and a constantly needy entourage,
people often say that cash “burns their ﬁngers”. Given this pressure,
families often look for mechanisms which incite, or even force them to
save.2 This need can be so pressing that people are prepared to pay to
save: hence the success of itinerant savings collectors in many countries.
The same logic holds true for ROSCA members who prefer to receive
their sum at the end of the cycle. To account for the tensions created by
the ongoing balancing act between liquidity and illiquidity, individualism
and group responsibility, Shipton (1995) conceptualizes this mechanism
as the “squawk factor” which he describes in the Gambian context: “[. . . ]
saving strategies are mainly concerned with removing wealth from the
form of readily accessible cash without appearing antisocial” (Shipton,
1995: 257).

2

This type of behaviour was studied by anthropologists in the 1980s and 1990s (see, for
example, Guyer (1995), Shipton (1995). Over the last few years, an increasing number of
economists have been looking at this “preference for illiquidity”. See for instance Bauer
et al. (2008). See also Collins et al. (2009), Vonderlack & Schreiner (2002), Guérin (2006).
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— Speculation: “Money needs to multiply”, declare Indian women,
explaining their membership in seetu (ROSCAs) or gold purchases.
Similar ideas can be found in the practices of Cameroonian tontines or
Chinese hui. Speculation often explains the preference for saving forms
likely to appreciate over time, such as precious metals, cereals or cattle.
While saving forms vary from one context to another, monetary hoarding
is a rarity. This is as much a question of safety as it is an eﬀort to resist
the temptation to spend and to ward oﬀ requests from one’s entourage;
furthermore, immobilized money serves no purpose. In the English language
and particularly in the work of David Riccardo, the term “circulation” is
used in reference to money. Indeed in Senegal, money is often said to “burn”,
it circulates so quickly (Guérin, 2003). Women frequently joke about the way
money circulates without stopping: “Money, yes, we see a lot of it, but it
never stays still for long”. “As soon as it arrives, it leaves.” No sooner is
it received, it is spent, released into the community as an “investment”, —
the women’s choice of term — liable to be recovered at any moment in
the case of “pressing need” or “problem”. To the question “do you save?”,
it is common for people to sincerely reply that they lend; it is considered
a form of savings. In the indigenous communities of Mexico, all forms of
wealth (not only coins and notes but also bricks, food products or cattle)
may be loaned if the owner does not have an immediate need for them
(Morvant–Roux, 2009). Shipton (1995) has made the same observation in
rural Gambia, where the slightest riches, whether in cash or in kind, are
loaned to conceal ownership and cement social bonds.
The logic of constant circulation of debt and credit is neither exotic nor
archaic and the blurring of savings and loans is found throughout the world
(Guyer, 1995; Lont and Hospes, 2004). In fact, borrowing is simply a means
to force oneself to save in the future (Rutherford, 2001), just as lending is
a form of saving that presupposes the right to borrow later. Microﬁnance
institutions are but one of many strategies clients use when juggling various
formal and informal ﬁnance opportunities accessible.

2.2 ROSCAs: Individual projects and collective constraints
ROSCAs are a common ﬁnancial form that exemplify the melding of saving
and credit simultaneously. ROSCAs exist around the world, but their modalities, function and nomenclature are speciﬁcally local. A vast body of literature conﬁrms their extraordinary diversity and capacity to adapt to very
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diﬀerent and rapidly evolving environments (Ardener, 1964; Ardener and
Burman, 1996; Bouman, 1977; Servet, 1995; Lelart, 1990, 2005). However,
the success of ROSCAs probably stems largely from their ability to address
individual ﬁnancial constraints collectively (Servet, 1996). Hence the low
rates of default as members force themselves to make regular payments.
Members who receive their sum early in the cycle essentially receive
uncollateralized loans from the others. If a debtor stops paying his or her
share, s/he may be banished from the community, thus the importance
of carefully selecting members, or at least the organiser. The organiser is
responsible for defaulting members, even if this means tracking down the
defaulter, or calling on the police and courts. This is where group and individual rationales intersect. The organiser must ensure the ROSCA’s proper
functioning while exercising his/her power to ensure the defaulter eventually repays. The obligation to pay, to use Marcel Mauss’s expression from
his famous Essay on the Gift (1950), is stronger than most legal constraints.
Not honouring one’s word would amount to social suicide. ROSCA members know they must respect their obligations if they want to participate
in other tontines or simply extend to other contexts the beneﬁts of solidarity and protection that come with being a member in good standing. In
ROSCAs, the act of saving is not about an individual relationship to time
but rather a social relationship where reciprocal obligations are bound and
unbound (Lelart, 1990; Baumann, 2003).
The subtle balance between individual and group needs takes other
forms. ROSCAs permit members to ward oﬀ loan requests from family members, whilst still allowing them, at least in some cases, to respect social obligations (pilgrimages, ceremonies, support family members, etc.). In broad
terms, ROSCAs express and contribute to the restructuring of social relationships. Indeed, various case studies on ROSCAs show how family ties
are sometimes used and reinforced, but also avoided, substituted or even
weakened, depending on the region and community (Ardener, 1995; Guérin,
2006).
2.3 The circulation of money and juggling practices
Money is constantly “lacking”, but it also circulates with astonishing intensity. The tendency to take on debt clearly arises from a mismatch between
income and expenses, but it is also a matter of maintaining credibility, one’s
reputation and social networks. Lending presupposes the two parties already
share a relationship of trust, but it also serves to maintain, reinforce and
renew this relationship.
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When describing their ﬁnancial practices, Senegalese women state: “Sab
bukki, sulli bushidô” (take a hyena, bury a hyena) or “sab-sul” (dig and
bury), meaning they take new debt to pay oﬀ old debt. They also speak of
“drawers”, whereby all the people or groups they lend to or do a favour for
represent a “drawer” they can pull at any moment. In Mexico, Magdalena
Villarreal describes women’s credit chains, in which any income is largely
used to repay old debts, to maintain credibility and thus borrow again later
(Villarreal, 2002). Morvant–Roux (2006) demonstrates how in rural Mexico,
more than a third of 239 interviewees were concurrently indebted to at least
two distinct ﬁnancial sources.
Permanent juggling practices should not always be understood as a sign
of over-indebtedness or poor management. In many cases, they reﬂect deliberate choices and strategies geared to multiply and reinforce social relationships and maintain a certain balance, considering the inherent ambiguity of
all debt relations. Ambiguous, because while debt is a source of protection
and solidarity, as well as a means of expressing reciprocal trust and respect,
when it is not honoured or is too imbalanced, it can be a source of humiliation, shame, exploitation and servitude. It is both a lifeline and a death knot,
to employ the expression of Charles Malamoud (1980). Marcel Mauss speaks
of gift as the “poison”, which he assimilates to a form of loan. Hence the
subtle game to regularly reduce one’s debt whilst taking on debt elsewhere.
“Saving-loans” are always reciprocated (the lender eventually becomes
the borrower and vice versa) and address both short-term survival needs
and long-term social ones, like religious rituals, marriage, puberty or godparenting ceremonies, annual festivals or funerals. The exchange may take
the form of cash or goods with social and symbolic value: jewels, clothing
(pagnes in Senegal, sarees in India) or animals (cows among the Fulbe in
Sub-Saharan Africa, pigs in Papua New Guinea and also in certain tribes
in India (Thanuja, 2005), turkeys in Mexico (Morvant, 2006)).

2.4 Flexibility and negotiability
Many studies on how populations compare ﬁnancial services have highlighted the importance of “negotiability”, deﬁned as the possibility to negotiate transaction modalities and, particularly, defer repayment deadlines
(Rutherford, 2001; Johnson, 2004; Servet, 2006).
Negotiability is important for two reasons. The possibility to adapt
repayments to irregular incomes and expenses is a key advantage, particularly if income ﬂuxes are seasonal and uncertain (as in agricultural
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production or migration). But negotiability is also a way to personalise
a social relationship.
The principle of standardised prices and terms allows for a contractual relationship between equals. The principle of negotiability, in contrast,
expresses a personal relationship: here, the nature of the relationship and
the relative statuses of the two parties inﬂuence the terms of the exchange.
Anthropological literature has shown the extent to which not ﬁxing prices
a priori is standard practice (Bloch and Parry, 1989). What at ﬁrst glance
appears to be a lack of transparency is ultimately a form of protection
against the anonymity of a commercial relationship in which the same price
and terms apply to everyone (Toren, 1989). In Africa, during the second
half of the 20th, century, Sarah Berry (1995) demonstrates that negotiability responds to two sources of major uncertainties: uncertainty linked to
economic crisis and hyperinﬂation, but also uncertainty linked to the redefinition of the notion of “value”, status, hierarchies and identities as a result
of monetarisation and “modernisation” (education, migration). There is no
shortage of information regarding the allocation of resources and wealth creation; what is lacking is an understanding of the meaning behind this information; after all, the permanent negotiation of prices is ﬁrst and foremost
a negotiation of value.
In Southern India, a study on quality of ﬁnancial services involving 170
families showed that “negotiability” is the most valued criteria (highlighted
by over a third of those interviewed). Next was cost (26 percent) followed by
“discretion” (17 percent). Negotiability is a major component of informal
ﬁnance, and “contracts” between creditors and debtors are often ﬂexible:
cost and duration are not always speciﬁed at the outset and are likely to
evolve over time. Repayment methods can be adapted to the borrowers’ or
lenders’ constraints and the latter may reclaim their due in an emergency.
In vertical or hierarchical ﬁnancial relationships (for instance loans from an
employer, a landowner or member of the local elite), the debt relationship
is but one component of a larger relationship, which often resembles a form
of patronage. The lender’s generosity and ﬂexibility demonstrates his or her
role as protector, but this protection is “repaid” by material and symbolic
compensations (favours or free assistance at a moment’s notice, patronage
of a shop controlled by the lender, recognition and gratitude). In the case of
itinerant lenders, transaction terms vary greatly on the basis of loyalty and
trust (not unlike commercial relationships in the West which employ client
loyalty strategies). Regular clientele beneﬁt from the best terms (such as
low prices or greater ﬂexibility), as do those who act as guarantor for other
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clients — a very common practice, as trust is the main collateral. Beneﬁting
from the best terms is implicit compensation for favours accorded.
Negotiability also applies to the loan amount. Microcredit providers usually demand regular interest payments along with the principal. Some informal private lenders demand only regular interest payments, whilst retaining
their rights over the principal. Such arrangements can last several years.
The term “rent” is more ﬁtting than “interest” in this kind of ﬁnancial relationship. As a strategy, it compares to owners renting out a house that they
have no interest in selling, even if they sometimes change tenants. What
matters is that the balance is periodically paid oﬀ.3 The way the debt is
settled depends on the context, era and nature of the relationship between
the creditor and the debtor. Sometimes the debt is never settled and is even
passed on to the following generation. Sometimes, it is ultimately cancelled,
if the debtor manages to show that the total interest paid is enough (in
India, for example, some creditors cancel debt when interest payments represents two or three times the principal). In other cases, the principal is paid
back after a few months or years.
Our purpose is not to idealise this personalisation of debt relationships,
which can aﬃrm solidarity but also reinforce subordination. Sometimes
extreme ﬂexibility or debt cancelation conceals relationships of subjugation and exploitation. Rather, we seek to demonstrate that people perceive
ﬁnance and manage their ﬁnances in this way.

3 The Role of Informal Financial Practices in the
Appropriation of Microfinance
Analysing informal ﬁnance gives us a better understanding of how microﬁnance is used. Interestingly, the ﬂuid boundaries between saving and lending
show up in loan use. For example, clients commonly put aside a portion of
microcredit for saving (in the form of liquidity, gold purchases, or loans to
others, etc.).4 It is not surprising that some MFIs struggle to collect savings:
in many cases, informal practices better correspond to people’s constraints
3

This analogy has basis in fact. In India, for example, it is possible for a tenant to pay an
owner a large sum of money in exchange for the occupation of a house. The owner must
return this sum when the tenant leaves the property. If he does not, the tenant can retain
possession of the house and can sublet it until the owner repays the debt.
4
This is common practice in southern India. Sebstad and Cohen (2000) point to the same
phenomenon in several regions of the world.
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and motivations. Some noteworthy innovations do exist. For short-term saving, SEWA’s home savings programme in Gujarat, operating successfully
since the 1970s, comes to mind, as does SafeSave in Bangladesh, betting on
ﬂexibility and proximity since the 1990s. For long-term saving, SEWA oﬀers
saving accounts remunerated in gold. There are probably other innovations
worthy of documentation. But much remains to be done to design services
adapted to how people perceive saving. Moreover, many informal saving
practices are so much more advantageous, that the attempt to substitute is
often in vain.
Analysing informal ﬁnance also reveals how microcredit is used. Clients
do not passively consume microcredit services. They translate and interpret
them according to their own frame of reference, adjusting and adapting
them, often bypassing the rules to do so. A process of appropriation takes
place, both at the individual and collective level (Morvant–Roux, 2006).

3.1 Borrowing to onlend: Abuse or a normal part of the
system?
Some studies have found clients use microcredit for money lending. Instead
of investing in a so-called productive activity or covering a family expense,
clients onlend to their entourage, often with interest. MFIs antagonistic to
usurers naturally condemn such practices. In our opinion, however, onlending should not be automatically judged as a digression or anomaly of the
system, but rather a natural (even rational) outcome.
For example, Perry (2002) has shown that in some rural zones in Senegal,
the major impact of microﬁnance has been to create a new category of
informal private lenders: middle class and poor women. The zone studied is characterised by reduced availability of credit due to a slowdown of
cooperative banks and landowners moving away from agriculture to go into
business and who no longer have liquidity to lend. In contrast, for several
years now, microﬁnance has targeted women. A large number of loans are
in fact onlent locally, mostly to the borrowers’ extended male kin. Several
reasons explain this phenomenon. Productive opportunities are limited and
risky (entry barriers, weak local demand, activities highly segmented along
gender lines), whilst men’s demand for credit is high. At the same time, the
women explain that they are fulﬁlling a social obligation by helping their
kin and maintaining bonds of reciprocity which they will be able to rely
on in times of need. This type of activity is lucrative, but not considered
“immoral” by the community.
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In India, the principle of the self-help group also leads to parallel lending.
Borrowing to onlend is relatively common, but diﬃcult to quantify because
women know that MFIs condemn this practice. Disbursement dates do not
necessarily correspond to a precise need, however, and women clearly state
that they do not know what to do with their money and that onlending
is a way to put it to good use. Group leaders and loan oﬃcers are also
active lenders, but their role is in fact much broader and includes a number
of additional services. Clients use the term “adjustment” to refer to these
additional services.
Adjustment is when the group leader or loan oﬃcer introduces a degree of
negotiability. It is diﬃcult to obtain reliable data on repayment rates but it
is likely that on-time repayment rates are relatively low (around 50 percent),
and readjustments the rule rather than the exception. Oﬃcial rates of 95
percent refer to nine or 12 months. Loan oﬃcers and group leaders negotiate
and jointly decide readjustments. Adjusting can involve helping clients ﬁnd
additional credit sources when microcredit is insuﬃcient (in the case of certain investments or health/ceremonial expenses) or disbursement delays are
too long. Adjustment may be necessary when clients have trouble repaying
their loan. In the absence of an oﬃcial grace period, the loan oﬃcer or group
leader’s occasional assistance helps the borrower “save face” and maintain
credibility. This may involve facilitating access to other credit sources by
acting as guarantor for dealings with private lenders or physically accompanying women to certain transactions. This assistance may also consist of
direct loans. The source of funds is not clear, but it appears common that
money comes from the group itself. What might appear an abuse of the
system is deemed legitimate by group members as long as they have regular access to liquidity. Members even expect this practice: eﬃcient group
leaders and loan oﬃcers should be able to make loans; it is their duty!

3.2 Group lending: Internal arrangements and the
reproduction of pre-existing practices
Once considered a major innovation, group lending is increasingly criticized
as overly rigid, incapable of adapting to diverse needs, a source of hidden costs, and catering to the better-oﬀ.5 Our purpose is not to compare

5

See, for example, Coleman (2006); Harper (2007); Mayoux (2001); Molyneux (2002);
Morvant-Roux (2007); Rankin (2002); Wright (2006).
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individual and group loans. Either one is likely to prevail, depending on
context, target population, and the objective. Instead, we aim to show
how group members adjust to the group ethos and adapt it to their own
habits.
In Mexico, a study of Grameen-type groups highlighted various arrangements between members (Morvant–Roux, 2007). Whilst oﬃcially individual
loan amounts are determined by the MFI, the actual distribution is often
very diﬀerent. For example, clients tend to ask for the maximum amount
even if they do not need it; the diﬀerence is given to another group member
(who is in charge of repayment). “This amount must not be wasted”, justify
clients. In India, analyses of SHGs gave similar results: whether for internal
or external loans, ﬁnancial circulation within groups is more intense than the
account books indicate. Such lack of transparency is deliberate: the women
are all implicated in multiple and mutual debt relationships they prefer not
to reveal, to avoid suspicion or jealousy.
These appropriation practices occur all the more readily, given some
groups tend to mirror pre-existing social and therefore ﬁnancial networks.
In Mexico as in India, our observations show that borrower groups are
grafted over existing debt and credit relationships. To form groups, leaders
select members based on need and solvency — information only available
to people already in similar ﬁnancial circuits. Such mutual knowledge is
exploited when the groups are created. The goal is not to contort ﬁnancial
supply, but rather to address the diverse needs within the same borrower
group.
This appropriation process is not entirely surprising. After all, the principle of group lending is to exploit borrowers’ mutual knowledge to compensate for information asymmetry. However, this process has two major
implications. On the one hand, it renders ﬁnancial service supply more ﬂexible and adaptable through informal arrangements among group members.
On the other, it has the potential to increase preexisting inequalities in
terms of ﬁnancial access. It is not unusual for group leaders themselves to
be or to become moneylenders. Similarly, several quantitative studies indicate microﬁnance clients already have the best access to informal ﬁnance
(see the example of Thailand [Coleman, 2006], Mexico [Morvant–Roux,
2006], Bangladesh [Sinha and Matin, 1998]). The ambivalence of group
lending — ﬂexibility and negotiability but also the reproduction of power
relationships — is also highlighted by Susan Johnson (2007) regarding SHGs
in Kenya.
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3.3 Substitution or leverage eﬀect?
Ample literature demonstrates that microﬁnance does not substitute informal ﬁnance. Not only are microﬁnance clients already well integrated into
informal circuits, they are agile jugglers of various forms of ﬁnancing and
cross-ﬁnancing: microﬁnance is used to pay back the informal, and vice
versa (Sinha and Matin, 1998; Roesch and Héliès, 2007). In rural Mexico,
juggling is the rule rather than the exception. Informal lenders regularly
make “bridging loans” which clients reimburse with part of their microcredit (Morvant–Roux, 2006, 2009).
These various studies analyse cross-indebtedness and the coexistence
of microﬁnance and informal ﬁnance from a predominantly economic and
ﬁnancial perspective (transaction costs, ﬂexibility, risk). We would add two
further arguments.
Firstly, substitution is limited for economic and ﬁnancial but also social
reasons: cutting oneself oﬀ from certain sources of indebtedness would
amount to social suicide. Exclusive dependence on a single provider is
unfeasible — especially when the provider is a foreign institution. Such
dependence would require unlimited conﬁdence in the institution’s ability
to satisfy all ﬁnancial needs in the long-term.
Indebtedness can occur in response to a need, but can also serve to
maintain, reinforce or create a social tie. The choice of creditor can partly be
explained by the desire to maintain, reinforce or create a bond, sometimes
regardless of the cost: for instance, being indebted to an employer or a
labour recruiter as a guarantee of getting work; being indebted to a member
of the local elite to facilitate access to various forms of assistance (like
governmental programmes); becoming indebted to a itinerant lender because
s/he favours loyal clients; or quite simply becoming indebted to maintain
a desired link for what it is (and not for what it can bring). Conversely,
refusing a loan with a priori advantageous terms to avoid dependence is
also common practice, particularly amongst certain employers, suppliers or
private lenders but also with respect to the entourage or family. Some people
prefer to become indebted to a costly private lender rather than “beg” from
family members.
Secondly, it is our hypothesis that in certain contexts and for certain
clients, microﬁnance not only does not substitute the informal, but has a
leverage eﬀect and thus increases informal access. Our inquiries in Southern
India indicate that clients do not think in terms of substitution, but rather
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multiplication of ﬁnance sources (Guérin et al., 2009a, 2009b). Before microﬁnance, households juggled with two or three diﬀerent options; now they
have ﬁve, six or even more. There is a true leverage eﬀect via various
routes:
• The repayment of past debts (depending on the zone and population,
this represents between a tenth and a quarter of microcredit use6 )
can lead to contradictory eﬀects. Using microcredit to repay an informal lender can have a substitution eﬀect, but it is often temporary. It
also serves to preserve the borrower’s reputation and recover jewels or
land pledged, allowing him or her to borrow again later from the same
creditor.
• Improved creditworthiness among potential creditors. The indirect role
of microﬁnance is conﬁrmed both by SHG members and informal ﬁnancial providers. Some women say that they remain microﬁnance clients
to maintain creditworthiness vis à vis other creditors. Even if amounts
are limited compared to what they can obtain elsewhere, some women
use their status as a SHG members to convince private lenders.7 Some
door-to-door moneylenders explicitly state that members of SHGs are
privileged clients for two reasons. Firstly, they know that the clients can
request a microcredit in the event of repayment diﬃculties; conversely,
they know that some SHG members will require their services in order to
pay into their obligatory savings or for loan repayment. Studies conducted
in Kerala conﬁrm these ﬁndings (Sunil, 2005). Some door-to-door lenders
even choose to visit the village on the day of the SHG meeting.
• Improved understanding of local ﬁnancial markets. The ﬁnancial market is
diversiﬁed and dynamic. But it is also segmented and opaque. Information
circulates through the SHG. (For instance, who are the “good” and the
“bad” lenders? What arguments should one use during negotiations?)
Women who are mobile and accustomed to borrowing stand as guarantors for others (in the case of door-to-door lenders or pawnbrokers, for
example) — thus increasing their access. While such mutual assistance is
common in SHGs, repayment obligations and joint responsibility reinforce
this type of practice.

6

These ﬁgures come from various studies carried out by the Institut Français de
Pondichéry team in 2006 and 2007, which covered 1395 families, clients of various microﬁnance organisations, and recipients of 3457 loans.
7
In Orissa, David Mosse (2005) has observed exactly the same phenomenon.
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4 Conclusion
The empirical results discussed in this article highlight the limits of the
dichotomized approach to informal and formal ﬁnance based on economic
criteria (transaction costs, risk, interest rates, etc.). The enmeshed relationship between informal and formal ﬁnancial practices explains, in certain
contexts, the overindebtedness of populations who juggle more or less deftly
available ﬁnance sources. Understanding this relationship calls for studies
that address all facets of ﬁnance: not just economic, but cultural, political
and psychological as well.
Microﬁnance practitioners are not totally unaware of these practices. It
is not uncommon for MFIs to use ROSCA-style expressions in advertising
new products, to name their institution after the village granary, or use logos
that evoke the idea of a “good” community ﬁnance institution that does its
clients favours and builds relationships between individuals. At the same
time, “bad ﬁnance”, epitomized by “usurers” who are, incidentally, also
community-based, is viliﬁed. Many MFIs have the mission of eradicating this
“bad ﬁnance”, even when the latter are themselves very good MFI clients.
This discourse has always resonated amongst decision makers (Bouman,
1989) and continues to do so today. For example, the World Bank report
Finance For All considers ﬁnancial inclusion a process that allows for the
gradual suppression of informal ﬁnance, deemed both ineﬃcient and unfair
(World Bank, 2007: 66). It is true that some forms of informal ﬁnance are a
source of poverty entrapment and servitude, and that microﬁnance can help
reduce unhealthy dependency by oﬀering contract-based working capital
and risk coverage. But microﬁnance can also reproduce preexisting local
hierarchies, for instance, when monopolized by the better-oﬀ.
More broadly, to truncate informal ﬁnance to the exploitative usurer or
greedy landowner is extremely reductive. Moreover, it ignores the questions
of social construction, social embeddedness and social meaning of informal
ﬁnance.
Microﬁnance and informal ﬁnance should be considered as complementary and not as substitute. One of the main challenges of the microﬁnance industry is to better identify market niches where informal ﬁnance
is not competitive and produces social and ﬁnancial exclusion. As we have
seen, people are permanently borrowing and lending tiny amounts, both
for economical and social reasons. If these transactions were to be intermediated by microﬁnance institutions, transaction costs would be astronomical, and interest rates would be even higher. In theory, microﬁnance
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is supposed to make money available for medium and long-term ﬁnancial
needs (especially “productive” investment). Some innovations are worth noting, such as contractual savings (Churchill, 2007), commitment saving plans
(Collins et al., 2009), rural leasing or warrantage (Morvant–Roux, 2009b;
Bouquet et al., 2009). However these services are more the exception than
the rule. Microﬁnance’s ability to deal with risk in the long run still remains
to be proved (especially in rural areas). In many cases, microcredit is still
mainly used for short-term ﬁnancial needs. A lot remains to be done to
design ﬁnancial services that could better complement the weaknesses of
informal ﬁnance. This volume will certainly help to move this forward.
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